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DA-Test Selects LTX’s Fusion for RF and Wireless Test  

Canada’s leading independent test house deploys Fusion CX as test system of choice 

WESTWOOD, Mass., October 19, 2004 — LTX Corporation (Nasdaq: LTXX), a leading 

supplier of semiconductor test solutions, today announced that DA-Test, a full-service 

test house located in Ontario, Canada, has deployed Fusion CX as its test system of 

choice for RF and other wireless applications. DA-Test’s decision was based on an 

extensive survey of customer test requirements and Fusion’s alignment to those criteria. 

“We selected Fusion CX because its broad portfolio of instrumentation provides the 

advanced technical capabilities required to test our customers’ increasingly cost-sensitive 

wireless devices,” said Sam Ho, chief executive officer of DA-Test. “In addition, we 

were drawn to Fusion’s widespread deployment in test facilities. This global installed 

base ensures that our customers can take the advanced applications we develop for them 

and smoothly transition them into production on Fusion at their test facility of choice.”  
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According to Dave Tacelli, president and chief operating officer of LTX, “As the only 

customer-focused, independent test house in the region, DA-Test must be able to provide 

its customers with the most advanced test equipment. By selecting LTX and Fusion, DA-

Test has demonstrated not only its commitment to acquiring high performance 

technologies, but also to building relationships that enable them to provide the most 

effective test solutions. To support these efforts, our engineers are working alongside 

DA-Test to provide sophisticated applications to their customers that take maximum 

advantage of Fusion’s capabilities.” 

About DA-Test 

Established in January 2002, DA-Test Incorporated is the first and only independent 

semiconductor test house in Canada. Using leading-edge ATE equipment and tools DA-

Test provides a full range of IC test development and strategic test operations services to 

semiconductor design companies. With over a century of semiconductor industry 

management experience, DA-Test’s deep engineering expertise in RF, mixed signal, and 

high-speed digital test addresses markets including telecom, enterprise, consumer and 

professional electronics, and datacom. DA-Test serves a global customer base across the 

full breadth of semiconductor business models, from fabless semiconductor companies to 

integrated device manufacturers. For more information visit www.da-test.com. 

About LTX 

LTX Corporation (Nasdaq: LTXX) is a leading supplier of test solutions for the global 

semiconductor industry. Fusion, LTX’s patented, scalable, single-platform test system, 

uses innovative technology to provide high performance, cost-effective testing of system-

on-a-chip, mixed signal, RF, digital and analog integrated circuits. Fusion addresses 

semiconductor manufacturers’ economic and performance requirements today, while 

enabling their technology roadmap of tomorrow. LTX’s web site is www.ltx.com.  
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LTX and Fusion are registered trademarks of LTX Corporation.  
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